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PRESS RELEASE 
 

 

LARGE ATTENDANCE OF ITALIAN ENTREPRENEURS  
AT TECHNOLOGY FORUM 2015 

Italian exhibitors and diemakers at Luxexpo satisfied by encouraging signs of economic recovery  

 
Luxembourg, September 18th-19th – ESU EDA Italy President Giambattista Franco confirms his positive 

feeling about this edition of ESU Technology Forum. The convention proved to be more lively and 

dynamic than ever, as confirmed by the exhibition records. Here are some figures: 

- 176 exhibitors and diemakers and about 400 participants, a solid increase - in the range of +23% 

- of both exhibitors and visitors compared to the 2013 edition; 

- 31 different countries represented amongst Europe, Asia and America; 

- 108 diemakers and 68 suppliers attending; 

- Increased exhibiting surface from 2000 to 3200 m²; 

- simultaneous translation in 4 languages of the contents of the convention and meeting.   

 

The atmosphere at the exhibition site of Luxexpo revealed a great energy both from the technological and 

economic point of view, and all the operators looked significantly optimist and trustful in a full recovery.    

The election of ESU EDA Italy Secretary/Treasurer Marco Siepi as President of the European ESU 

Association, made official during the General Meeting, which took place within the Technology Forum, 

also arises great expectations from the audience.  

In the opening speech for his mandate, Siepi thanked the outgoing President 

Dietmar Hesse for the excellent work developed throughout the past 6 years, and added:  

“The Technology Forum is beyond doubt one of the most outstanding results of ESU, and also this year it 

was a notable success, confirming its importance at European level. The exhibition is still the most 

concrete and direct vehicle to get to know the latest innovations in our sector, besides being a unique 

chance to meet and exchange opinions with colleagues and suppliers coming from all over Europe and 

outside.”  

The audience renew their congratulations and wishes to Marco Siepi for his term of office and the omen 

that his role may consolidate the European spirit of the association and further bring along a successful 

development.  

 

 

 


